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The concept of addiction is historically and culturally specific, becoming a common way of understanding experience first in early nineteenth-century America. This paper considers the relation to the concept of elements in current professional definitions of addiction (as dependence). Addiction concepts have become a commonplace in storytelling, offering a secular equivalent for possession as an explanation of how a good person can behave badly, and as an inner demon over which a hero can triumph.

This paper is concerned with addiction as a set of ideas that have a history and a cultural location. “Addiction” is used here as a general term to cover a territory for which a number of other terms have been used: notably “alcoholism”; before that, “inebriety,” in the long history of thinking about alcohol; and “dependence,” in current nosologies. We are not concerned here with the truth value of addiction and cognate terms or with their empirical applicability. Thus we are not concerned, for instance, with whether there is really a single entity called “alcoholism” or whether alcoholism is really a disease. Instead, the concern is with what is meant when we talk about addiction and with the ways in which this conceptualization of behavior and events may be culturally framed. In this context, I will also consider some of the functions that addiction and related concepts serve in storytelling in the modern era.

Addiction as a Historically and Culturally Specific Concept

In 1978, Harry Levine published his landmark paper on “The discovery of addiction.” Applying to alcohol an analysis parallel to the analyses by Foucault and Rothman for mental disorders, Levine argued that the idea of addiction emerged at a specific point in history and in a specific cultural context. The time was the early part of the nineteenth century, and the place was the Jacksonian United States. In colonial America, Levine argued, it was well recognized that certain people liked to drink and that their drinking was often habitual, but these characteristics were not accorded more significance than other personal...
preferences or habits; they were not seen as a disease or affliction that could take control of the drinker’s behavior or life. In Levine’s analysis, the new understanding of drinking was very much associated with the newly emerging temperance movement. In turn, the temperance movement emerged as a vehicle for society’s great concern about personal self-control, particularly for adult males. The concept of addiction was thus seen as brought to the foreground in this period by social conditions in the new American republic—by growing population mobility and thus the stretching of extended family ties and the weakening of social support networks for the nuclear family, which objectively made the fortunes of family members more dependent on the self-control of the husband/father.

The idea that a concept of addiction in its modern sense first appeared in the early nineteenth century had been foreshadowed in an earlier paper published by Mairi McCormick in 1969. McCormick’s paper on “First Representations of the Gamma Alcoholic in the English Novel”4 focused on British rather than American material, contrasting representations of drinking and its consequences in Smollett and Fielding with those in Elizabeth Gaskell, with the representations in Dickens seen as transitional. McCormick attributed the shift in framing, to which she gave about the same dating as Levine, to the effects of the industrial revolution: “When we look at fiction about 1830, when the industrial revolution was in full swing, we find that the same drinking may be described as existed 80 years before but that a new and more desperate kind of solitary, tragic and inexplicable drinking has come into existence beside it” (958-59).

Levine’s analysis has not gone without challenge. Porter5 and Warner6 have pointed to discussions of habitual intoxication in Europe and North America in earlier centuries in terms that prefigure modern addiction concepts. But in my view the main thrust of the analyses by Levine and McCormick holds up, at least in terms of popular conceptions applied by broad sections of the population in everyday life.7 As an accepted way of understanding human behavior, addiction concepts are a phenomenon specifically of the late modern period.

If we broaden the frame to a global one and take into account conceptualizations of problems from drinking and drugs in other cultures, again we find good evidence that the concept of addiction is culturally specific. In fact, I have argued that, in the terminology used in
considering classifications of disease in a cross-cultural perspective, it may be considered a “culture-bound syndrome,” a phenomenon which is specific to particular cultures. While the term “culture-bound syndrome” has primarily been applied to conceptualizations in non-European societies, in the case of addiction we have a condition which is tied to ways of thinking in European cultures.

FIGURE 1:
ELEMENTS IN THE CULTURAL FRAMING OF ADDICTION

0. A precondition for addiction concepts: Drug use as able to cause behavior that would not occur otherwise.

PHENOMENOLOGY OF ADDICTION

1. Repeated use of a drug as cumulating to a condition causing bad behavior or events.
   *1a. Continuing use despite health, psychological, or social role problems attributable to repeated drug use
2. Impairment (or loss) of self-control:
   *2a. Over drug use.
   2b. Over behavior and life.
*3. Neglect of other activities for drug use, or misuse of time on drug use.

INTERPRETATIVE FRAMES FOR ADDICTION

4. Biological underpinning of the condition; momentum provided by:
   *4a. Withdrawal, drug use to relieve withdrawal.
   *4b. Tolerance.
*5. Psychological underpinning of the condition; craving: “a strong desire or sense of compulsion to take the substance.”

* These are the six criteria of the dependence syndrome in the ICD-10.
Invoking the concept of addiction implies attributing considerable power to the substance involved, to alcohol or another drug. Intoxication with the drug on any particular occasion is seen as potentially causing bad behavior or events that would not occur otherwise (see Figure 1). To put this the other way around, when bad things happen, we are willing to contemplate the explanation that they happened because of intoxication with a drug. This causal attribution is a matter of cultural construction. Not all cultures make this kind of causal connection, and choosing drinking or drug use as the significant cause, when typically there are a variety of potentially contributing causes to the bad event or behavior, is a further cultural choice.

In a second article, Levine argues that here again there was a shift in American culture at the time of the rise of the temperance movement. In the context of that movement, Levine argues, drinking came into focus as a potential explanation of bad events or behavior. Americans came to see alcohol as an exceptionally powerful substance that not only made drinkers clumsy but also made them behave in ways in which they would not wish to behave when sober.

Once the connection of drinking or drug use to bad behavior and events is made, this becomes a powerful two-fold argument against drinking or drug use and for the user to give up such use. In its early, optimistic phase, the temperance movement followed this line. Through thousands of temperance pamphlets and novels and innumerable presentations by “experience lecturers” dramatizing the degradations of the drinking life and the rewards of the sober one, the early temperance movement sought to build a sober society by education and example. Once the drinker could be taught the error of his ways, he would give up what he must now recognize as harmful behavior.

Conceptually, the idea of addiction may be seen as following from the less-than-complete success of this logic. For not all drinkers did reform, despite the harm their drinking could now be seen as causing. The addiction concept emerges as a way of understanding this failure: the failure of the drinker or drug user to behave rationally (from the perspective of the observer), the failure to stop a recurrent pattern of use despite the harm it is seen as causing. As Edwin Lemert put it half a century ago, “in a given society, . . . in order for chronic alcohol addiction
or compulsive drinking to develop, there must be strong disapproval of
the consequences of drinking or of drinking itself beyond a certain point
of intoxication, so that the culture induces guilt and depression over
drinking and extreme drunkenness *per se.*

The addiction concept is, then, a term used to describe what is
perceived and defined as a mystery: the mystery of the drinker or drug
user continuing to use despite what is seen as the harm—such as
casualties, damage to health, and failures of work and family roles—
resulting from use.

So far I have emphasized the inception of these ideas well over a
century ago, but it is worth reemphasizing their vitality today. In the two
major current classifications of psychiatric disorders, the International
Classification of Diseases, 10th revision (ICD-10), and DSM-IV, the
fourth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American
Psychiatric Association, alcohol or drug “dependence,” the currently
preferred technical term for addiction, is described in terms of a list of
criteria, six in ICD-10 and seven in DSM-IV. One of the criteria for
dependence in these lists is exactly this circumstance that I have described
as the starting-point for addiction concepts: continued use despite
knowledge of harmful consequences of the use.

Closely associated conceptually with this criterion for dependence
is the criterion that is at the heart of addiction concepts: the loss of
control, or, in recent formulations, impairment of control. For Jellinek,
who in the 1950s formulated into scholarly language the concept of
alcoholism propounded in the fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous, loss
of control was the “pathognomic symptom” of alcoholism. In Jellinek,
as well as in ICD-10 and other professional discussions, the emphasis is
on loss of control over drinking or drug use. But the
first step of the 12 steps of Alcoholics Anonymous acknowledges there is
a dual loss of control, not only over one’s drinking, but also over one’s life
because of one’s drinking. It is this dual sense that has resonance in
American culture in general: not only is the alcohol or drug use behavior
seen as in itself out of control—the user is failing to stop or regulate the
use despite the problems it is causing—but it is also seen as having taken
over the user’s life, so that the recurrent problems themselves also become
part of the condition.

The ideas that good behavior is a matter of individual self-control,
and that the individual is responsible for control of his or her own life, are
very much embedded in a particular cultural matrix. They make sense in a culture where individuation and individualism are taken for granted, where each citizen has the right to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” The idea of losing control over one’s own life makes less sense in a cultural matrix where social control is more an external than an internalized matter and where individual aspirations and autonomy are subordinated, for instance, to the collective interests of the family.

On the other hand, addiction as a loss of control has resonance with ideas that are widespread in other cultures and were well established in earlier periods in European cultures. Addiction can be seen as a secularized and rationalized form of ideas about possession, which had traditionally been thought of in terms of usurpation of a person’s being by an alien spirit, something which entered the afflicted person from the outside and took control of the person’s behavior against his or her will. The continuity between these ways of thinking is suggested, indeed, by the temperance movement’s characterization of alcohol as the “demon rum.” Emerging in a secularizing and rationalistic cultural milieu, addiction concepts to some extent filled the ideological gap left by the decline of traditional ideas about possession with a tangible substance—a drug or alcohol—as the alien presence that takes over the afflicted person’s personality and behavior.  

A third criterion for dependence in ICD-10 relates to the use of time: the neglect of alternate activities in favor of drinking or drug use and the amount of time spent seeking, using or recovering from use of the drug (item 3 in Figure 1). This criterion is particularly culture-specific. It makes sense as an indicator or component of addiction only in the context of a culture attuned to the clock, a cultural frame in which time is viewed as a commodity that is used or spent rather than simply experienced. Implicit in the criterion is also a set of norms about preferences among activities, with drinking or drug use seen as derogated. For that matter, there is an assumption that desirable activities are alternatives to drinking or drug use, whereas in some cultural contexts most leisure activities involve drinking.

So far our focus has been on the elements of addiction that are primarily descriptive of what is to be characterized: repeated behavior despite adverse consequences, the neglect of alternative functions or pleasures in life, the loss of control over oneself that these are seen to entail. The other elements of addiction or dependence in modern
characterizations can be seen as built-in assumptive explanations of these characterizations. In a modern, secularized cultural frame, it is not very satisfying simply to describe a pattern of behavior and leave it as a mystery.

One direction of explanation has been biological. To classify alcoholism or addiction as a disease puts the affliction into the territory of physicians and health, and in our culture this in itself automatically involves a strong privileging of the biological. There are two primarily biological criteria in current concepts of addiction. One centers on withdrawal symptoms, that is, on the physical and psychological discomforts that often occur when use of a drug is ceased and that can usually be relieved by further use of the drug (item 4a in Figure 1). The existence of these withdrawal symptoms is taken as a criterion for addiction, and the fact that further drug use relieves them offers an explanatory mechanism for understanding why use might continue despite adverse consequences. The extent to which this mechanism has been viewed as an important factor in addiction has varied over time and by drug in American culture. On the one hand, in thinking about heroin, the classic image of the “monkey on the back,” the need for the drug arising out of the fear of going into withdrawal, has often been seen as all that needs to be known to understand addiction. On the other hand, the present-day scientific literature on alcohol tends to assign “taking the hair of the dog that bit you” a rather peripheral role in explaining addictive behavior.17

The other at least apparently biological criterion for addiction is tolerance, that is, that an experienced and habitual user reports needing a stronger dose of the drug to get the same effect as before (item 4b on Figure 1). There is no doubt about the existence of the various phenomena lumped together as tolerance, but their meaning as an explanation of addiction is quite unclear. Needing a larger dose to get the effect sought from using the drug does not explain much at all about why the drug use would be continued despite adverse consequences or apparently against the will of the user. In many cultural milieus, having built up a tolerance is a valued rather than a derogated personal attribute. Even in our culture, there are those who would find it peculiar to view as a sign of pathology that a drinker is able to remain upright and decorous even after many drinks or that he or she is able to drink others under the table.
The second direction of explanation is psychological. Here the master concept is of a craving or compulsion: the idea that there is something in the mind of the user that compels use, overriding apprehensions of the adverse consequences, the self-control of the user, and often even the user’s will (item 5 in Figure 1). We are again back in the territory where other centuries or cultures might invoke ideas of witchcraft or possession by evil spirits to explain what appears to be a compulsion that is not subject to the addict’s control. Not all cultures would find congenial the assumption, built into ideas of craving and loss of control, that desires are something distinct from the will.18

As a concept, craving appears to offer an explanation of loss of control over drinking or drug use. But it begs any questions it appears to answer. It is descriptive of what many heavy drinkers or drug users report experientially, but it does not offer any explanation of the experience beyond a label for it. The mystery of addiction is still maintained. The concept of craving simply pushes it one step further back, offering an apparently empirical and secular identification and firmly locating the source of addiction in the mind of the drinker or drug user. Efforts to operationalize it have found the concept elusive.19

In this discussion of addiction, I have taken as my guide to its deconstruction the criteria for dependence or addiction identified in a current authoritative source, the ICD-10. I have tried to give some sense of how strongly addiction and related concepts are framed by the outlook and experiences of American cultures and others like it. In the light of these differences, a group of us did set out in recent years, under World Health Organization auspices, to study the question of the cross-cultural applicability of these concepts empirically in nine societies, chosen to be unlike both in their cultures and in their language groups. We found that there were indeed substantial difficulties in applying the concepts cross-culturally.20

Functions of Addiction in American Storytelling

The criteria for the addiction concept do, however, work in American culture, as they have, indeed, to a greater or lesser extent for almost two centuries. It can be argued, in fact, that they are now more central than ever; Stanton Peele, among others, has complained about “the diseasing of America”21: the expansion in recent years of addiction
concepts beyond alcohol and other drugs to cover a variety of behavioral and relationship problems. Addiction concepts may have become part of American culture early in the nineteenth century, but they seem to find a special resonance today.

In general, the depiction of drinking and drug use, and of the phenomena surrounding them, is very widespread in American literature and other cultural products. As symbolically charged behaviors, drinking and drug use serve many functions in telling a story: in setting a context, as indicators of character, as motivators of the plot, and sometimes simply as a technical device for the storyteller. Going to get a new drink, in art as in life, is often simply the signal of the end of a conversation.

But our focus here is on one aspect of the depiction of drinking and drug use: the depiction of addiction. Addiction, particularly alcohol or drug addiction, is a commonplace in American storytelling. As a thematic emphasis, addiction has a long history. The line of descent, indeed, is unbroken between modern cultural products and the cautionary tales of the temperance movement, with their “drunkard’s progress” to the poorhouse and grave.

The overarching image of addiction is degradation. Without further explanation, we can expect a character we have been told is an addict to do terrible things because of the addiction. The character will lie, cheat, steal, and indeed betray, maim, or kill, while in the grip of craving or withdrawal and of the addiction. Often these terrible things break the normal expectations of trust in intimate relationships: they are done to parents, lovers, or children. Often the actions are obviously self-defeating: a writer will try to pawn his typewriter (as in the film The Lost Weekend, 1945); an actor will be so drunk he is unable to stay in character on stage (as in the film A Star Is Born, 1954). For the storyteller, then, addiction is an extremely serviceable plot motivator. The most outlandish and outrageous situation, episode, or action can be made believable by portraying one of the characters as an addict. In stories, as in life, the addiction concept offers an apparent explanation of the otherwise inexplicable.

Beyond these general functions as a cause of evildoing, addiction also has a more specific place in the storyteller’s armamentarium. The sense of mystery that surrounds addiction as an explanation of bad behavior has not escaped the attention of storytellers. Addiction allows the telling of a gothic tale or horror story in what is seen as a naturalistic fashion. There
is no need for a clanking impedimentia of ghosts, devils, and zombies, demanding a suspension of disbelief from the audience. Instead, all that is needed to set off the drama is a pill or a draught or even the absence of a pill or a draught. R. L. Stevenson’s *Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde* is the archetype of this kind of horror story, where the explanation of the transformation into evil incarnate is in naturalistic terms. With its eerie horror music signalling each fit of craving, the film *The Lost Weekend* set a standard for modern representations of alcoholism as a kind of sporadic possession—a possession that needs no full moons or bat’s blood.24

As a kind of secular possession, addiction also offers a further advantage to the storyteller: it is defined as alien to the “real” character of the afflicted person, and potentially it can be cast off. Except for the addiction, then, an addict can be a basically sympathetic character. Often addiction is presented as something that the character fell into unawares, rather than as a foreseeable outcome of behaviors the character sought out. Once the addiction is present, overcoming it then potentially becomes a test of character and fortitude. In many modern stories, this background provides the raw material for the presentation of an alcoholic or addict as hero. As Marcus Grant notes, the addiction becomes “a credible and readily comprehensible tragic flaw.” The “lowest common denominator” of alcoholics as heroes, Grant continues, “is that they should transcend their alcoholism. Yet, perversely, it is their compulsive drinking which opens the door for them to heroic action.”25

Addiction is, then, both an explanation of failure, indeed of evildoing and also an arena for struggle and triumph. From a storyteller’s point of view, the most satisfying form of this struggle seems to be a lonely battle with interior demons. From *The Lost Weekend* onward, there has been a strong tendency for stories about alcoholism and addiction to present the eventual victory as a triumph of willpower, achieved by a hero acting alone. This tendency often creates problems of consistency in presentation. At the heart of the addiction concept, as we have discussed, is the idea that craving and loss of control have proved stronger than the addict’s will. The storyteller faces the problem of presenting an eventual triumph of will in such a way that it does not undercut the representation and explanatory power of addiction in the story.

Related to this problem is a problem in real life for those who go through the experience of addiction. For Bill W. and others in Alcoholics Anonymous, the active alcoholic’s besetting delusion is that he or she can
control his drinking by willpower, and the first step in recovery is to let go of that illusion and the illusion of self-sufficiency. However, AA’s approach is not universal: much cognitive behavioral therapy and the ideology of groups such as Women for Sobriety emphasize strengthening willpower as a treatment approach.

Not all American stories of triumph over addiction present it as a lonely battle. Often, instead, there is a little help from friends. In particular for the male addict, in a paradigm that dates back to the nineteenth century temperance tales, there is help from a long-suffering good woman. In modern popular psychology, this scenario is seen a good deal more skeptically: the good woman is now defined as “codependent.” On the basis of this archetypal plot, indeed, Anne Wilson Schaef has developed a theory of gender relations in American society as a whole. Turning our attention back to the uses of addiction in storytelling, we see the paradigm implies, as Denise Herd has discussed, that addiction fits well into the classic development of the love story. The addiction serves as the impediment that comes between the lovers before their eventual reconciliation, often after they work through the problem together.

The depiction of addiction in American stories evokes familiar images and is built from materials accessible to participants in the culture. In turn, depictions of addiction in the stories have a teaching function. Addiction as an explanation of behavior at once naturalistic and mysterious; addiction as a cause of degradation and battleground for redemption; addiction as a cause of alienation from social bonds and recovery as a reintegration: such themes become familiar to anyone who watches, listens to, or reads American cultural products. With their worldwide diffusion, these products play a major role in the diffusion of addiction concepts across cultural boundaries. Although addiction emerged as a culture-bound syndrome, we may suspect that the bounds are fast fading.

The Experience of Addiction

Let me finish with a caveat. In this discussion I have put addiction and related concepts into a constructivist frame: I have argued that addiction and related concepts make sense only in particular cultural circumstances and that indeed there have been changes in this regard even
within a single society, that of the United States. Let me make clear that my argument does not amount to an attempt to explain away addiction. Nor, in particular, would I want to deny the experience of the many thousands of people in American society and elsewhere who have felt that they could not control their drinking or drug use and thus their lives. For many, addiction and related concepts have both given them a way of understanding their experience and also has been of therapeutic value. To argue that a concept is culturally constructed and framed is not to argue that it is wrong or useless.

Notes

1 Revised from a paper presented at a conference on Addiction and Culture, Claremont Graduate School, Claremont, California, February 29-March 2, 1996.
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